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Executive Summary
People’s travel behaviour and their choice of transportation mode are affected by various factors,
including their perceived risk of crime (Lynch & Atkins, 1988). Ball and Mierzejewski’s survey (1992) shows
that travelers have considered the automobile as the safest mode of transportation. Improving the safety of
public transit can substantially increase transit ridership (Crime Concern and Transport and Travel Research,
1997). Successful design can substantially reduce the fear of crime in public spaces including transit stops
(Newman, 1972; Loukaitou-Sideris, 1999; Hartgen et al., 1993). However, there are specific environmental
attributes that influence perception of safety at bus stops (Loukaitous-sideris, 1999; Brown, 2013).
This study aims to contribute to the past research in defining the environmental factors that
affect the perception of safety of bus riders at bus stops. The overall goal of this research is to provide
recommendations that improve the physical context of bus stops in the city of Kingston, thereby
increasing the perceived level of safety at stops and accordingly encouraging transit ridership in the city
of Kingston. To achieve these objectives, this study addresses the following main research questions:

1- What are the environmental attributes that affect bus riders’ perception of
safety at bus stops?
2- How do environmental design techniques contribute to creating feelings of
safety at bus stops?

In this research a safety audit checklist was prepared based on existing literature and
available documents. Safety audits were then conducted at three bus stops in downtown Kingston
and environmental elements that affect perception of safety at these bus stops were examined.
Four main evaluation criteria that were used to examine these bus stops are explain as follows:
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According to Loukaitou-Sideris (1999) studies, physical design of bus stops that provides “informal social
control of criminal activities” or “natural surveillance” is one of the essential ways of reducing the opportunities
for crime and thus the fear of crime in bus stops. As said by Jacob (1961), safety of public spaces of cities,
are not predominantly provided by the police, but it is mainly controlled by people’s casual surveillance,
social activities, street-level sellers, etc. As a primary principal of Crime Prevention Through Environmental
Design (CPTED), designs that eliminate visual obstacles, increase safety in the environment (Jeffrey, 1971).
Adequate lighting and clear sightlines increase the visibility of the site from surrounding land uses and
pedestrians, and provide clear views of riders waiting inside the stop (Loukaitou-Saideris, 1999).
2- Compatible shelter placement
Loukaitou-Sideris (1999) also suggests that the proper location of the bus stop that offers easy escape
to safety and eliminates hiding places for offenders is another strategy to decrease fear. She similarly
suggests that certain land uses in the vicinity of the site such as liquor stores, parking lots, bars, and cashing
establishments are considered as “negative”. Proximity to active businesses, however, increases the feelings
of safety due to increased natural surveillance.
3- Crowding
“Negative” land uses encourage negative activities on the site such as loitering, public drinking, public
nuisance, and robberies on the site which may occur near-by cashing establishments or jewellery stores
(Loukaitou-Saideris, 1999; Loukaitou-Sideris, Liggett, & Isekis, 2002).
4- Welcoming factors
Welcoming factors such as care and maintenance of the site, overall shelter design, shelter amenities,
visual attractiveness, clear signage, and use of technology, offer safety feelings and contribute to reducing
crime incentives (Newman, 1972; Loukaitou-Sideris, 1999; Brown 2013; Hartgen et al., 1993; LaGrange,
Ferraro, & Supancic, 1992).
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Summary

1- Natural surveillance

Findings from the audits showed that each of the bus stops had specific strengths and weaknesses in
terms of providing feelings of safety. For example, bus stop #3 that was surrounded by businesses, benefitted
from multiple sources of lighting and great amount of pedestrian activities. As a contrast, bus stop #1 and #2
that were located slightly farther from the commercial section of the downtown, had limited pedestrian activities,
insufficient sources of lighting, and inadequate natural surveillance. However, despite benefits of the positive
business activities, presence of negative businesses around bus stop #3 attracted negative activities such as
loitering and drinking in public. Physical barriers to clear sightlines such as bushes, blind corners, and piles of
snow were also identified as other barriers to natural surveillance at all three bus stops. Mapping surroundings
of the bus stops showed that the arterial and local roads offered primary escape routes to a potential offender
to disappear after their crime. In addition, parking lots and walkways offered secondary escape routes. Lack of
regular maintenance of the bus stops and their vicinity as well as absence of shelters, amenities and clear signage
were identified as other environmental elements that reduce perceived level of safety at all three bus stops.

Findings from the audits were further used to make recommendations to improve these environmental
elements at the bus stops. Following recommendations may be useful for the City of Kingston planners and
designers to create safer and more attractive bus stops in the future.
1- It is recommended to make sure that adequate lighting is provided for all bus stops. It is important
that the lighting is consistent and functional throughout the site to ensure the ability to identify a face at least
25 metres away. A combination of pedestrian and street lamps are preferred in non-commercial areas where
other sources of illumination are not available.
2- It is recommended that all barriers to clear sightline are removed from bus stops. Transparent shelter
materials are highly recommended to increase visibility at different times of the day. Hiding spaces and blind
corners shall be eliminated from the site, where possible. It is recommended to locate bus stops in closest
proximity to pedestrian and business activities to offer “natural surveillance”.
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dark walkways. Also, availability of alternative bus routes offer passengers ease of escape to safety. To avoid
entrapment, shelters with multiple exits are recommended.
5- It is recommended that all bus stops are well maintained at all times of the year. During the winter,
snow shall be removed from bus stops and shall not be piled nearby to avoid sightline blockage. It is
recommended to provide contact information to report maintenance concerns at bus stops.
6- It is encouraged that bus shelters and facilities are designed to be visually attractive. Aesthetically
creative shelter form and material, benches, and vegetation that are compatible with the layout of the site and
the sidewalk width shall be provided at bus stops.
7- It is important to provide bus route maps and clear signage at bus stops to provide ease of navigate
for passengers who are not familiar with the site. Operating hours of buses shall be clearly posted. Real-time
bus trackers are preferred form of delivering these information. It is also recommended to provide emergency
contact information at bus stops.
9- Where natural surveillance is not possible due to the characteristics of the area in where bus stop is
located, emergency services such as public phones, security cameras and alarms shall be provided.

A key conclusion of this research was that safety audits should be conducted at all bus stops in Kingston
to address issues of perception of safety and ultimately encourage people to choose public transit as the
preferred form of transportation.
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4- It is recommended to reduce opportunities for an offender to disappear such as parking lots and
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1.1. Background
People’s travel behaviour and their choice of transportation mode are affected by various factors, including
their perceived risk of crime (Lynch & Atkins, 1988). Even though experts declare that crime rates have
recently decreased, studies claim that people still have concerns about crime in public spaces (Loukaitoussideris, 1999). A survey shows that travelers have indicated numerous reasons to explain their travel mode
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choices. One of these reasons is their fear of crime in public transportation (Ball & Mierzejewski, 1992).
A vast majority of respondents to Ball and Mierzejewski’s survey (1992) considered the automobile as the
safest mode of transportation. Perceived risk of crime particularly influences the travel pattern of vulnerable
groups of the population, such as women, children, the elderly, and people with disabilities. These groups are
more likely to hesitate in using public transportation to avoid the risk of crime (Wekerle & Whitzaman, 1995;
Yavuz & Welch, 2010; Pain, 2001). Considering the travel mode preferences of such a large portion of the
population, safety improvements to public transit can substantially increase transit ridership and potentially
encourage active transportation (Crime Concern and Transport and Travel Research, 1997).
In the last few decades, a great amount of research has been conducted to measure overall transit
performance. However, limited studies have been done to evaluate the safety of transit stations and to
identify factors that affect the fear of crime in such urban settings. For bus riders, bus stops are important
places, as they spend their wait time for buses in these stops (Loukaitous-sideris, 1999). Several research
findings from the 1980’s show that some bus stops, depending on their location and time, have a higher
perceived level of insecurity compared to other bus stops (Loukaitous-sideris, 1999; DeGeneste & Sullivan,
1994). It is essential to recognize environmental elements that impact feelings of safety at bus stops and
create a safe and secure waiting place for bus riders.
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1.2. Research Objectives
This study aims to contribute to past research in defining the environmental factors that affect the
perception of safety of bus riders at bus stops. The overall goal of this research is to provide recommendations
that improve the physical context of bus stops in the city of Kingston, thereby increasing the perceived level
of safety at stops and accordingly encouraging transit ridership in the city of Kingston. To achieve these
objectives, this study addresses the following main research questions:
1- What are the environmental attributes that affect bus riders’ perception of safety at bus stops?
2- How do environmental design techniques contribute to creating feelings of safety at bus stops?

1.3. Scope of Work
This research focuses on three bus stops and their vicinity within a radius of 100 metres around each
stop in Kingston. Crime map records from the period of 2011-2013, which were obtained from the Kingston
Police Force, are used to limit the study area to a zone that shows the highest density of crime calls for
service. Bus stops located particularly in this zone are primarily examined to identify three main case studies
for further evaluation and to provide recommendations. Evaluations are concentrated on the environmental
attributes that affect perceived safety and not the actual risk of crime at the bus stops.

1.4. Relevance of Work
Public transit in Kingston connects different aspects of the everyday life of bus riders (e.g. work, home,
shopping); therefore, it is an important feature of the city that has a direct impact on the rider’s life. The transit
strategies being used by the Kingston Transportation Master Plan (City of Kingston, 2004) aim to increase
transit ridership in the city by providing convenient and attractive local transit that is accessible for everyone.
In addition, the KTMP Strategic Direction objective is to provide transit facilities and services that are
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competitive with the private automobile, and to encourage city travelers to choose transit as one of the priority
modes to get around (City of Kingston, 2004). Kingston Transportation System Management strategies also
aim “to maintain and improve transit system safety and to provide the best possible level of service for all
users” (City of Kingston, 2004, p.26).
Although bus stop design is not specifically mentioned in the list of the KTMP strategies, it is expected
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that the results of this study will help to further improve the quality of transit in the city of Kingston. It will also
encourage designing safe, fully accessible, and visually attractive bus stops that contribute to increasing the
desirability of this mode of transportation.
As the KTMP (2004) strategies aspire to increase ridership over 20-25 years, this study also aims to
contribute to this goal by providing design recommendations for bus stops as key physical elements within
the overall transit network. Efforts to improve perceptions of safety at bus stops could move the city closer to
achieving its Transportation Master Plan objectives.

1.5. Precedents
This study makes use of previous research on the perception of safety in transit stations to structure the
bus stop safety evaluation criteria and to adapt a research methodology. Two of the main study precedents
that inspired this report include:
1- Hot Spots of Bus Stop Crime by Anastasia Loukaitou-Sideris (1999). This study focuses on bus stop
crime and examines the environmental attributes that affect the bus rider’s safety while waiting at the bus
stop. It discovers the environmental elements around ten most dangerous bus stops in Los Angeles during
1994 and 1995, and takes design approaches to prevent crime at these stops (Loukaitou-Sideris, 1999).
2- A previous Masters report from the School of Urban and Regional Planning at Queen’s University
entitled Getting Safety on Track by Radhika Brown (2013). This report studies the fear of crime in public
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spaces, as well as identifying the link between built environment and perceived safety in transit stations,
particularly in the city of Edmonton. The focus of this study is to address women’s safety in suburban surface
LRT stations through “expanding” their existing design guidelines. The study has also adapted the elements
addressed by the safety audit checklist provided in the City of Edmonton’s Safety Audit Guide for Crime
Prevention.
In order to develop a clear method that is correspondent to the modality of this study, the research
methods that are used in the studies mentioned above are combined and slightly altered.

1.6. Report Outline
This report is structured into five chapters. Chapter 1 provides an introduction to the research topic and
question, and gives an overview of the problem. Chapter 2 expands on the methods used to select case
studies and evaluation criteria that were adapted to address the problem. Chapter 3 explains outcomes of
the problem investigations and summarizes the findings that are used to generate recommendations in the
next chapter. Chapter 4 delivers environmental design recommendations to improve the perception of safety
at the selected bus stops. Recommendations include detailed descriptions of design elements, as well as
visual guides. Chapter 5 concludes the research by stating the strength and weaknesses of the study and
recommends areas of further research.
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2.1. Introduction
This research employs a qualitative case study research method which allows for addressing the
research questions summarized in chapter 1. This chapter begins with describing the rationale behind the
choice of three specific bus stops in Kingston that are perceived to be unsafe. An evaluation criteria for
environmental attributes that affect bus riders’ feelings of safety at the stops is conducted based on existing
safety audits and related literature. In order to analyse the specific micro-environment of individual bus stops,
a safety audit checklist is prepared and used along with structured observations during specific time frames,
photography, and mapping surrounding land uses. Using multiple methods of data collection ensures the
reliability and validity of the study (Yin, 2009).

2.2. Rationale for Choice of Stops
2.2.1. Environmental Attributes that affect Fear of Crime
The review of the existing literature on environmental design attributes that affect perception of safety
shows that successful design can substantially reduce the fear of crime in public spaces including transit stops
(Newman, 1972; Loukaitou-Sideris, 1999; Hartgen et al., 1993). Jane Jacob (1961) states that people tend to
use the street less if they fear it, and this makes the street even more unsafe. Anastasia Loukaitou-Sideris (1999)
argues that crime is concentrated in specific neighbourhoods or “hot spots” that share particular environmental
characteristics. She suggests that there are number of environmental attributes that influence safety at bus stops.
According to Loukaitou-Sideris (1999), physical design of bus stops that provides “informal social control
of criminal activities” or “natural surveillance” is one of the essential ways of reducing the opportunities for
crime and thus the fear of crime in bus stops. As said by Jacob (1961), safety of public spaces of cities, are not
predominantly provided by the police, but it is mainly controlled by people’s casual surveillance, social activities,
street-level sellers, etc. C. Ray Jeffrey (1971) states that designs that eliminate visual obstacles, increase safety
in the environment. Adequate lighting and clear sightlines increase the visibility of the site from surrounding
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Loukaitou-Sideris (1999) also suggests that the proper location of the bus stop that offers easy escape
to safety and eliminates hiding places for offenders is another strategy to decrease fear. She similarly
suggests that certain land uses in the vicinity of the site such as liquor stores, parking lots, bars, and cashing
establishments are considered as “negative”. Proximity to active businesses, however, increases the feelings

2

of safety due to increased natural surveillance.
“Negative” land uses encourage negative activities on the site such as loitering, public drinking, public
nuisance, and robberies on the site which may occur near-by cashing establishments or jewellery stores
(Loukaitou-Saideris, 1999; Loukaitou-Sideris, Liggett, & Isekis, 2002).
Welcoming factors such as care and maintenance of the site, overall shelter design, shelter amenities,
visual attractiveness, clear signage, and use of technology, offer safety feelings and contribute to reducing
crime incentives (Newman, 1972; Loukaitou-Sideris, 1999; Brown 2013; Hartgen et al., 1993; LaGrange,
Ferraro, & Supancic, 1992).
For this study, environmental attributes mentioned above are summarized into four main categories.
Following four categories shape the evaluation criteria that were used to examine bus stops in Kingston:
1- Natural surveillance
2- Compatible shelter placement
3- Crowding
4- Welcoming factors
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land uses and pedestrians, and provide clear views of riders waiting inside the stop (Loukaitou-Saideris, 1999).

2.2.2. Evaluation Criteria
Table 1 summarizes the evaluation criteria which were used during the primary observations to examine
environmental attributes that affect feelings of safety in bus stops. These evaluations helped to choose three
bus stops that were estimated to generate the highest perceived level of unsafety. They were also used to
prepare a safety audit checklist (Appendix A) for case-specific evaluations during the secondary observations.

Evaluation Criteria for Perception of Safety
Kingston Bus Stops
Evaluation Criteria Criteria to Assess
Lighting

1

Natural Surveillance Sightlines / Ear
Distance

Environmental Elements

Sidewalk Lamp / Street Lamp
Consistent and Functional
Ability to Identify a Face 25m Away
Clear Sightlines to the End of the Path (Non Transparent Safety Audit
Shelter Materials, Snow, Bushes, Trees, Blind Corners,
Pillars, Vehicles)
No Hiding Place
Ease in Predicting People’s Movements
Surveillance from Surrounding Establishments
Visible at Different Times of the Day
Close to Pedestrians
Police Surveillance
Positive

2

Compatible Shelter Nearby Land Uses
Placement

Escape routes

9

Measurement
Methods
Safety Audit

Residential
Retail
Office
School
Identifiable Ownership

Negative
Liquor Store
Parking Lot
Vacant Lot / Building
Setting for Drinking
Cashing Establishment
Bars
Public Storage
Jewellery Store
Single-Room Hotels

Ease of Escape to Safety
No Opportunity for an Offender to Disappear
Availability of Alternative Bus Routes
Shelter with Multiple exits
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Data Sources
Direct Observation
Photographs
Direct Observation
Photographs

Safety Audit
Mapping

Direct Observation
Photographs
Maps

Safety Audit

Direct Observation
Photographs
Transit Routs Maps

Evaluaton Criteria for Perception of Safety
Kingston Bus Stops
Evaluation Criteria Criteria to Assess

3

Negative
Loitering
Drinking
Drug Violation
Panhandling
Urinating in Public

Data Sources

Direct Observation
Police Records

Waste Receptacle
Well-Maintained Shelter
No Signs of Vandalism, No Need for Major Repairs
Graffiti
Smell
Contact Information to Report Maintenance Concerns
Layout of the site
Materials, Tones. Textures, Colours
Vegetation and Shade from Trees
Visible and Well-Defined Shelter Entry and Exit
Shelter Form and Design
Benches
Appropriate Sidewalk Width
Presence of Street Art

Safety Audit

Direct Observation
Photographs

Safety Audit

Direct Observation
Photographs

Safety Audit

Direct Observation
Photographs

Signage

Maps and Clear Directional Signage
Emergency Contact Information
Clearly Posted Operating Hours
Ease of Navigation if Unfamiliar with the Site
Real-Time Bus Tracker

Emergency
Services

Security Camera
Alarm, Phone, etc.

Safety Audit

Direct Observation

Activities

Maintenance

Welcoming factors

Positive
Business Activity
Pedestrian Activity
Arterial Road

Measurment
Methods

Safety Audit

Crowding

4

Environmental Elements

Overall design

Table 1. Criteria used to evaluate environmental attributes that affect perception of safety at bus stops in Kingston (Loukaitou-Sideris,
1999; Brown, 2013).
Perception of Safety at Transit Stops: A Case Study of Kingston, ON
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2.3. Document Review
There is a connection between specific environmental elements and creating opportunities for crime
(Jeffrey, 1971). Although there may not be significant crime rates in these specific locations, people still have
fears for crime particularly due to the influence of these environmental attributes (Loukaitou-Sideris, 1999).
In order to identify these attributes particularly ones that affect feelings of safety at bus stops in Kingston,
The study area boundary is limited to a location with highest concentration of calls for service. To identify this
location, crime maps from 2011 to 2013 were obtained from Kingston Police Force. These maps show that
there is a spatial concentration of crime calls for service in and around downtown Kingston. Although not all
of these calls may have been made to report serious crimes, but they show the high concentration of feelings
of insecurity in downtown area (Figure 1, 2, & 3).
The study area includes Division Street from William Street to Pine Street and consists of twelve bus
stops along Divisions Street. After primary observations and analysis, three bus stops among twelve were
selected for further examinations. The reason for choosing three bus stops is described in the next section.

Study Area

Figure 1. Map of density of person crime calls for service in Kingston from 2011 to 2013 (Kingston Police
Force).
11
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Figure 2. Map of density of suspicious, public morals, and disturbance calls for service in Kingston
from 2011 to 2013 (Kingston Police Force).

±

Density of Property Crime Calls for Service
2011 to 2013
Crime Analysis
Date Prepared: February 10, 2014
Data Source: KPF, City of Kingston
Projection: UTM NAD 83 Zone 18

Legend

Study Area

Property Crime CFS

Number of Calls
0 - 299.3418511
299.3418512 - 598.6837023
598.6837024 - 898.0255534
898.0255535 - 1,197.367405
1,197.367406 - 1,496.709256
1,496.709257 - 1,796.051107
1,796.051108 - 2,095.392958
2,095.392959 - 2,394.734809
2,394.73481 - 2,694.07666
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Figure 3. Map of density of property crime calls for service in Kingston from 2011 to 2013 (Kingston
Police Froce).
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2.4. Primary Observations
During the primary observation, using the
evaluation criteria (Table 1), environmental
attributes that affect perception of safety at
twelve bus stops located along Division Street
in downtown Kingston (Figure 4) were identified.
These attributes included natural surveillance,
compatible shelter placement, crowding, and
welcoming factors. Street-level analysis of
individual bus stops and their vicinities showed
that there is agreater amount of negative
CO

LB

environmental attributes at a small number of bus

OR

NE

ST

stops. Comparing the outcome of the evaluation
along with photographs of twelve bus stops,

PR

IN

CE

SS

allowed for choosing three stops that have greater

ST

QUEE

N ST

feelings of insecurity. Figure 4 illustrates the
locations of three bus stops within the study area:
Bus Stop #1 Division St. at Colborne St. (West)

BROC

K ST

Bus Stop #2 Division St. at Colborne St. (East)
JOHN

SON S

T

Bus Stop #3 Division St. at Princess St.
WILLIA

M ST

Legend
Bus stop
Case study bus stop
Major arterial/collector
Local road
Study area boundary

Figure 4. Map of the location of bus stops under analysis
in downtown Kingston (KMaps - City of Kingston).
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After choosing the three main bus stops that based on the primary observations, had the greatest number
of environmental attributes that can increase feelings of insecurity, an environmental inventory was created
by mapping the surrounding land uses (radius of about 100 metres around each bus stop). Positive and
negative land uses as explained in section 2.2.1, were mapped. Possible escape routes to safety as well

2

as opportunities for an offender to disappear were also identified. Table 2 (Loukaitou-Sideris, 1999; Brown,
2013) outlines the positive and negative land uses that can have an effect on perception of safety at bus
stops.

Nearby Land Uses that Affect Perception of Safety at Bus Stops
Positive

Negative

Residential
Retail
Office
School
Identifiable Ownership

Liquor Store
Parking Lot
Vacant Lot / Building
Setting for Drinking
Cashing Establishment
Bar
Public Storage
Jeweler Store
Single-Room Hotel

Table 2. Nearby positive and negative land uses that affect perception of safety at bus stops
(Loukaitou-Sideris, 1999; Brown, 2013).

Illustrations on the next two pages individually analyze the surrounding land uses of each bus stop. White
and black colour parcels on the map represents the positive and negative land uses, respectively.
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2.5. Mapping Surrounding Land Uses
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Arteria

Legend

l Road

Bus Stop #3

Nearby Land Uses
Positive

Negative

Residential
Office
Restaurant
School

Parking Lot
Vacant Lot
Cashing Establishment

2

Bus Stop #2 Division St. at Colborne St. (East)
Nearby Land Uses
Positive

Negative

Residential
Office
Restaurant
School

Parking Lot
Vacant Lot
Cashing Establishment

Bus Stop #3 Division St. at Princess St.
Nearby Land Uses
Positive
Residential
Retail
Restaurant
School
Identifiable Ownership

Negative
Liquor Store
Parking Lot
Cashing Establishment
Bar
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Bus Stop #1 Division St. at Colborne St. (West)

2.6. Secondary Observations
Secondary observations were conducted at three locations in both daytime and nighttime. During these
site visits, bus stop crowding, pedestrian circulation, gender of passengers, and behavioral patterns of bus
riders were observed. Although all three bus stops are located in downtown area, diverse characteristics
were observed.
Bus stops #1 and #2 located at the intersection of Division Street and Colborne Street were significantly
less crowded than bus stop #3 located at Division Street and Princess Street. The difference in the level
of crowding is hypothesized to be due to the proximity of the bus stop #3 to Queen’s University and the
commercial district on Princess Street where more bus riders and greater pedestrian activities around the
stop are expected. Bus stops #1 and #2, however, are situated slightly farther from the university and the
commercial district.
Maximum pedestrian activities around stops #1 and #2 happened around 9 am and 3 pm when Macdonald
Public School hours begin and end. Crowding level around bus stop #3 picked around afternoon rush hour.
Pedestrian circulation did not have a consistent pattern around bus stops #1 and #2. Pedestrians walked
by these stops in both north-south and south-north directions. Pedestrian activities, however, were mainly
concentrated on Division Street compared to Colborne Street. Pedestrian circulation around bus stop #3 took
a more defined pattern, particularly in afternoon rush hour when most pedestrians walked from south towards
north of Division Street especially on the east side of the street.
Number of male passengers that used bus stops #1 and #2 were considerably more than female
passengers. Whereas bus stop #3 was almost equally used by both male and female passengers. Most bus
riders waiting at stops #1 and #2 were standing alone, while riders at bus stop #3 were standing in small
groups.
Results from these observations along with findings from a safety audit checklist (explained in the next
chapter) were utilized to thoroughly evaluate the perception of safety at each bus stop.
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In this Chapter, findings from the secondary observations at three bus stops are explained below. These
information were gathered by using a safety audit checklist for perception of crime at bus stops (Appendix
A), during specific time frames including morning and afternoon rush hours, and late at night. Checklist in
Appendix A was mainly adapted from a Safety Audit Checklist for Crime Prevention used in Radhika Brown’s
study (2013).

3.1. Natural Surveillance
Lighting

CO

LB

OR

NE

Consistent and functional lighting provides better visibility of the

#1
N ST

#2

PR

IN

CE

SS

ST

lighting reduces fear for crime (Loukaitou-Sideris, 1999; Jeffrey, 1971;
Hartgen et al., 1993). At the time of the audit, at late at night, general

DIVISIO

site from passing traffic and surrounding buildings and offers the users
identifiable surrounding activities and establishments. Thus, proper

ST

QUEE

N ST

#3

impressions for lighting were different at three bus stops.

BROC

Although bus stops #1 and #2 are located at the same intersection
(Divison St. at Colborne St.), they had different lighting quality. Bus stop
#1 located in the west side of the street was directly but narrowly lit by
a street lamp (Figure 6), whereas lighting in the east side of the street

K ST

Legend
Bus stop
Case study bus stop
Major arterial/collector
Local road
Study Area Boundary

Figure 5. Map of location of bus
stops (KMaps - City of Kingston).

was only provided by distant street lamp on the west side of the street
which was obscured by trees. Therefore, bus stop #2 was hardly visible (Figure 7). In addition, lighting did
not illuminate pedestrian sidewalk on one side of Colborne Street and it was generally darker than Division
Street. Standing at bus stop #2, it was quite difficult to see and identify a face 25 metres away, particularly in
Colborne Street. As a common factor, there was no pedestrian-scale sidewalk lighting available around these
2 bus stops and the lighting was only provided by street lamps. Overall lighting was not sufficient to light up
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Bus Stop #2

Figure 6. Bus stop #1 was directly and narrowly lit by a
street lamp. Adjacent land uses were not visible enough.

3

Figure 7. Bus stop #2 was barely visible, illuminated only
by distant street lamps on the west side of the street.

However, general impressions for lighting at Bus stop #3 (Division St. at Princess St.) was good, as it
was illuminated by various sources of lighting, including street lamps, outdoor parking lot light, and lighting
from signage of nearby businesses (Figure 8). The lighting was consistent and functional throughout Division
Street. Nevertheless, nearby pedestrian walkways and shortcuts were not illuminated and it was very difficult
to see activities in these walkways (Figure 9).

Parking
Lot Light
Street
Lamp

Bus Stop #3

Figure 8. Bus stop #3 was illuminated by various sources,
of lighting, including street lamps, outdoor parking lot
light, and lighting from signage of nearby businesses

Figure 9. Walkways nearby bus stop #3 were not
illuminated.
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Bus Stop #1

Sightlines and Ear Distance
Individuals estimate their perception of safety based on the amount of
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open view and concealment that they are given in an environment (Fisher
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potential offender to hide can significantly reduce the level of fear among
individuals. Transparency of the place and absence of environmental

Loukaitou-Sideris (1999) research findings showed that bus riders
believe that it is more likely for them to become the target of an offender if
the surrounding environment provides hidden and confined spaces.
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objects that block the view create opportunities for natural surveillance
and increase perceived level of safety in transit stations (Brown, 2013).
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& Nasar, 1992). According to Fisher and Nasar (1992), environmental
design features that offer clearer sightlines and minimal opportunity for a
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Figure 5. Map of location of bus
stops (KMaps - City of Kingston).

Safety audit findings showed that there was a vacant lot just behind bus
stop #1 at the corner of Division Street and Colborne Street. This lot was wire fenced and bushes, particularly
in the summer time, covered the fencing and created a place that was hidden from the view of bus riders
standing in the bus stop (Figure 10). In addition, dense trees made it difficult to see what is behind the fence.
It was also difficult to see around the corners of the
nearby residential driveways due to sharp edges of
the buildings (Figure 11). Nevertheless, the bus stop
itself was visible by surrounding establishments. At
the time of the audit in the morning and afternoon,
there were a few people around. Late at night,

Bus Stop #1

number of people around the bus stop reduced to
the point that the nearest person to hear a call for
help was approximately 50 metres away.
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Figure 10. Vacant lot behind Bus stop #1 was out of sight
due to bushes, trees and wire fencing.

Figure 11. limited visibility around the corners of driveways
due to sharp building edges.

Figure 12. limited visibility of the vacant lot on the opposite
side of the street, view from bus stop #2.

At the time of the audit, there was limited visibility of surrounding land uses from bus stop #2 situated
at the same intersection as bus stop #1. The vacant lot on the opposite side of the street, particularly in the
summer time, was hidden behind bushes, wire fence, and dense trees (Figure 12). Sharp corners of the
residential driveways on Colborne Street were still out of sight (Figure 11). Bus stop #2 was quiet and far
from pedestrian activities, mostly at night time. It was not known whether the site was regularly watched by
the police, as at the time of the audit, no police surveillance was observed.
Bus stop #3 located in a more crowded intersection (Division St. at Princess St.), felt less auditory
isolated as there were many people around to hear a call for help even at late at night. But, it was difficult
to see what is up ahead in nearby walkways and pedestrian shortcuts (Figure 13 & 14). The bus stop was
situated next to the parking lot of a plaza in where many cars were parked which created many hiding spaces
for a potential offender (Figure 15). During the winter time, a huge pile of snow just at the bus stop blocked
the sightline and made the parking lot difficult to be seen by surrounding business (Figure 16). There were
also various blind corners (Figure 17), large commercial ground signage, and a large Waste Management
container on the parking lot (Figure 18) which provided numerous opportunities for hiding and made it difficult
to predict people’s movements.
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3

Figure 13. Difficult to see what is up ahead in a drive thru
near bus stop #3.

Figure 14. Difficult to see what is up ahead in walkways
near bus stop #3.

Bus Stop #3

Bus Stop #3
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Figure 15. Several cars parked in a parking lot create
hiding sports for a potential offender.

Figure 16. A pile of snow hides bus stop #3 from the view
of adjacent businesses.

Figure 17. Various blind corners around bus stop #3.

Figure 18. A Waste Management container, next to bus
stop #3, creates opportunity for hiding.
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Nearby Land Uses
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Surrounding land uses can have an effect on perception of safety
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the bus stops can increase opportunities for crime (Loukaitou-Sideris,
1999). In addition, presence of liquor stores, bars, and nightclubs, in the
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and people’s level of comfort (Brown, 2013). For example, parking lots,
vacant lots, and cashing establishments located in close proximity to
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vicinity of the bus stops, create crowd impacts that cause violence and

BROC

disturbance (Block & Block, 1995). Followings show the pictures of some
of the negative land uses that were identified during the safety audit in
relation to their proximity to three bus stops (see also section 2.5).
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Figure 5. Map of location of bus
stops (KMaps - City of Kingston).

Bus Stop #1 & #2 - Division St. at Colborne St.
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Figure 19. Vacant lot
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Figure 20. Parking lot
Legend
Case study bus stop
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Figure 21. Cashing establishment
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3.2. Compatible Shelter Placement

Bus Stop #3 - Princess St. at Division St.

Figure 22. Cashing establishment
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Figure 23. Parking lot
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Figure 24. Automated teller machine
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Figure 25. Parking lot
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Figure 26. Nightclub

Figure 28. Nightclub
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Figure 27. Parking lot
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Intersections and alleys provides multiple escape routes to a potential
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criminal (Loukaitou-Sideris, 1999). Although busy locations provide
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possible escape routes in the vicinity of the selected bus stops.
As illustrated on the following maps, there are several escape routes
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natural surveillance, they also make it easier for a potential criminal to
disappear after their crime (Brown, 2013). Figure 29 and 30 show the
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around all 3 bus stops. Main escape routes include arterial and local

BROC

roads. Various parking lots and pedestrian walkways provide secondary
escape routes for a potential offender. In addition, a drive thru near bus
stop #3, and a vacant land near bus stop #1 and #2 also offer easy escape
routes. Although these routes provide easy escape for an offender, they
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Figure 5. Map of location of bus
stops (KMaps - City of Kingston).

can also offer escape to safety to the bus riders.

Figure 29. Escape routes near bus stop #1
& #2, Division St. at Colborne St.

#1

Figure 30. Escape routes near bus stop #3
Princess St. at Division St.

#3

#2

Legend
Case study bus stop
Main escape route
Secondary escape route
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Escape Routes

3.3. Crowding
Activities
Pedestrian activities around bus stops offer “informal surveillance”
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(Loukaitou-Sideris, 1999). However, there are particular activities
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perceived to offer opportunities for theft or drinking in public (LoukaitouSideris, 1999).
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that negatively affect perception of safety. There activities are usually
attracted by negative land uses such as jewelry stores or bars which are
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During the audit, particularly at night, bus stops #1 and #2 commonly
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lacked any kinds of activities. Individual pedestrians occasionally walked
by, usually in a far distance from the stops. Significantly less number of
automobiles passed this intersection in comparison to the intersection
where bus stop #3 is located at. However, no signs of negative activities
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Figure 5. Map of location of bus
stops (KMaps - City of Kingston).

were observed around stops #1 and #2 at the time of the audit.
The safety audit showed that there are ample business and pedestrian activities around bus stop #3.
Being located at a major intersection, bus stop #3 was informally watched by passing vehicles. Although these
activities create feelings of safety while waiting at
this bus stop, one instance of drinking in public and
a few cases of loitering (Figure 31) were observed
at the time of the audit. These negative activities
may have been attracted to the site by surrounding
bars and nightclubs.

Figure 31. Sign of loitering around bus stop #3.
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Upkeep and maintenance, as a principle of CPTED, contribute to feelings of security for passengers,
since it shows evidence that the place has been cared for. Therefore, a well maintained space discourages
crime and vandalism (Jeffrey, 1971; Hunter, 1978). Overall design and the appearance of the bus stop that
reflect the upkeep of the space are other contributing factors to the perceived level of safety (Loukaitou-

3

Sideris, 1999). Some of the design and aesthetic elements of the bus stops include vegetation, shelter
amenities, and public art (Zhang, 2012). Clear signage and adequate information are other factors that make
the place more welcoming (Brown, 2013; Zhang, 2012). In addition to maintenance, overall design, and
signage, emergency services such as alarm and phone can further ensure the security of transit passengers
(Brown, 2013).

Maintenance
General impressions of maintenance in all three bus stops were poor at the time of the audit and the
places did not feel cared for. Litter was lying around bus stop #2 (Figure 32), and garbage was piled just
behind bus stop #3, in the parking lot (Figure 33). During the winter time, the snow was not cleared from the
paved area of the bus stop #1, and a large pile of snow was gathered right at bus stop #3.

Figure 32. Litter lying around bus stop #2.

Figure 33. Garbage behinde bus stop #3.
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3.4. Welcoming Factors

Overall Design
At the time of the audit, the impressions of the overall design in all three bus stops were very poor.
Despite appropriate sidewalk widths and adequate space for placing bus shelters, none of the stops had
shelter. The area of bus stop #1, however, was identified by concrete pavers. All three bus stops lacked basic
amenities such as bench and garbage can. Bus stop #3 had poor vegetation and landscaping. However, bus
stop #1 and #2 benefited from adjacent trees and lawn (Figure 34 & 35).

Figure 34. Vegetation and paved area at bus stop #1.

Figure 35. Vegetation at bus stop #2.

Signage
At the time of the audit, selected bus stops had pole signs showing stop-specific bus route numbers. As
there are no shelters available to mount signage on, map of the bus routes, bus schedule, and operating
hours were not available. Therefore, for passengers that are not familiar with the area, it would not be easy
to find their way.
Emergency Services
It was not clear during the audit, whether there was monitor or surveillance system available on site.
However, a public telephone was found at the intersection of Princess Street and Division Street. But, in case
of emergency, this telephone may not be in close enough distance to any of the bus stops.
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Table 3 summarizes the findings from the safety audit of three bus stops in Kingston.

Safety Audit Summary
Criteria

Bus Stop #1
Strength
Weakness
Street lamp
No Sidewalk lamp

Bus Stop #2
Strength
Weakness
No Sidewalk lamp

Inconsistent
Barriers: Bush and
Fence, Blind
Corners

Inconsistent
Barriers: Bush and
Fence , Blind
Corners

Lighting
Close to
Pedestrians

1

Surveillance from
Natural Surveillance Sightlines / Surrounding
Ear Distance Establishments

2

Compatible Shelter
Placement

3

Crowding

Limited Surveillance
from Surrounding
Establishments

Residential
Office
Nearby Land Restaurant
Uses
School

Parking Lot
Vacant Lot
Cashing
Establishment

Escape
Routes

Several
opportunities for an
offender to Escape

Activities

Vehicles
No Sign of
Vandalism

Maintenance

Limited Pedestrian
and Commercial
Activities at Night
No Garbage Bin

Overall
Welcoming factors design

Signage
Emergency
Services

Residential
Office
Restaurant
School

Parking Lot
Vacant Lot
Cashing
Establishment

Barriers: Cars,
Snow, Blind
Corners, Waste
Management
Container
Residential
Retail
Restaurant
School
Identifiable
Ownership

Several opportunities
for an offender to
Escape
Vehicles
No Sign of
Vandalism

Limited Pedestrian
and Commercial
Activities at Night
No Garbage Bin
Litter Lying Around

Appropriate
Sidewalk Width

No Bench

Paved Stop Area
Pole Sign
No Map of Routes
No Schedule
No Emergency
Service

Liquor Store
Parking Lot
Cashing
Establishment
Bar
Several opportunities
for an offender to
Escape

Businesses
Pedestrians
Vehicles
No Sign of
Vandalism

Loitering
Drinking in Public
Pile of Garbage
Pile of Snow

Snow on Paved
Area of the Bus
Grass and Trees No Shelter

4

Bus Stop #3
Strength
Weakness
Multiple
Dark Walkways
Sources of
Lighting
Unclear Sightlines
Close to
Pedestrians
to Nearby
Walkways

Grass and Trees No Shelter
No Bench
Appropriate
Sidewalk Width
Pole Sign

No Map of Routes
No Schedule
No Emergency
Service

No Landscaping No shelter
No Bench
Appropriate
Sidewalk Width
Pole Sign

No Map of Routes
No Schedule
No Emergency
Service

Table 3. Summary of Safety Audit of 3 bus stops in Kingston.
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3.5. Safety Audit Summary

Recommendations
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transit ridership by providing safe and attractive transit facilities and services. Since bus stop design is not
specifically mentioned in the list of the KTMP’s strategies, following recommendations are made based on
the findings from this research to complement the KTMP’s strategies. These recommendations may be useful
for the City of Kingston planners and designers to create safer and more attractive bus stops in the future. In
order to show some of the environmental elements that can improve perception of safety, pictures of current

4

conditions of the three selected bus stops are compared with illustrations of their improved conditions.
1- It is recommended to make sure that adequate lighting is provided for all bus stops. Street lamps
suffice to light up the bus stops that are located in commercial areas where there are additional sources
of lighting such as retail signage illumination and lighting provided by vehicles. However, a combination of
sidewalk and street lamps are preferred in non-commercial areas where other sources of illumination are not
available. Sidewalk lamps which are reduced in height to the scale of a pedestrian, not only add to the visibility
of the site, but also impact on the street scape and create a sense of community in non-commercial areas.
It is important that the lighting is consistent and functional throughout the site. Street and sidewalk lamps
should be regularly inspected to ensure their functionality and must be immediately repaired or replaced if
not properly functioning. Distance between lamps should not vary throughout the site to avoid inconsistent
lighting.
2- It is recommended that all barriers to clear sightline are removed from bus stops. Bushes and trees
that obscure the sightline from the bus stop to the end of the path should be trimmed. Transparent shelter
materials are highly recommended to increase visibility at different times of the day (Figure 37). Tinted glass
shelters are discouraged. Multiple large advertisement displayed on the shelter walls should be avoided. It
is recommended that the snow be regularly removed from the bus stop and not be piled in close proximity of
the bus stop to avoid blocking the cleat sightline. Hiding spaces and blind corners shall be eliminated from the
site, where possible. It is recommended to locate bus stops in closest proximity to pedestrian and business
activities to offer “natural surveillance”.
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As previously mentioned in section 1.4, this study aims to contribute to the KTMP’s objectives of improving

3- Bus stops are recommended to be placed in far distance from land uses that encourage crime
or public offense. These land uses include but are not limited to liquor Stores, parking lots, vacant lots
or vacant buildings, settings for drinking, cashing establishments, bars, public storages, jewellery stores,
and single-room hotels. Locating the bus stops near residential buildings, retail, offices, and school is
encouraged. It is important to ensure that the ownership of the land uses are easily identifiable. If compatible
bus stop placement is not possible, additional surveillance and emergency serviced should be provided.
4- It is recommended to reduce opportunities for an offender to disappear such as parking lots
and dark walkways. Narrow alleys and drive thru settings shall be properly illuminated. Pathways
around bus stops should provide easy connections in order to be frequently used by the public and
to avoid to create paths for potential offenders to escape. Also, availability of alternative bus routes
offer passengers ease of escape to safety. To avoid entrapment, shelters with multiple exits are
recommended (Figure 37). Multiple exits are more specifically encouraged in large bus shelters.
5- It is recommended that all bus stops are well maintained at all times of the year. Availability of
garbage cans at the bus stops helps with the upkeep of the shelters. Bus shelters should be frequently
inspected to ensure that there are no signs of vandalism and there are no needs for major repair.
During the winter, snow shall be removed from bus stops and shall not be piled nearby. Regularly
maintained bus shelters provide a sense of safety because they show that the site has been cared
of. It is recommended to provide contact information to report maintenance concerns at bus stops.
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Figure 36. Current conditions of bus stop #1, Division St. at Colbourne St. (West)

Multiple Shelter Exits

Transparent Shelter Materials

Figure 37. Improved conditions of bus stop #1, Division St. at Colbourne St. (West)
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6- It is encouraged that bus shelters and facilities are designed to be visually attractive.
Aesthetically creative shelter form and material, adequate benches, and vegetation that are compatible
with the layout of the site and the sidewalk width shall be provided at bus stops (Figure 39). When
designing the shelters, it is encouraged to use tones, textures and colours that are visually attractive
and offer a sense of place. Use of plants and trees that provide shades during the summer but do
not obscure the sightline are recommended at bus stops. Shelter entries must be clearly defined.
Presence of street art that do carry offensive message or context are encouraged on the site.

Figure 38. Current conditions of bus stop #3, Princess St. at Division St.

Shelter form and material

Figure 39. Improved conditions of bus stop #3, Princess St. at Division St.
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Bench

Vegetation

for passengers who are not familiar with the site (Figure 41). Operating hours of buses shall be clearly
posted. Real-time bus trackers are preferred form of delivering these information. Real-time bus trackers
help the passengers to plan their trips more conveniently. Being able to locate the buses on real-time maps
provide feelings of safety while waiting at the bus stops. It is also recommended to provide emergency
contact information at bus stops.

4

Figure 40. Current conditions of bus stop #2, Division St. at Colbourne St. (East)

Bus Routes Map

Clear Signage

Figure 41. Improved conditions of bus stop #2, Division St. at Colbourne St. (East)
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7- It is important to provide bus route maps and clear signage at bus stops to provide ease of navigate

8- Where natural surveillance is not possible due to the characteristics of the area in where bus stop
is located, such as when bus stop is not situated in a populated neighbourhood or a commercial district,
emergency services such as public phones, security cameras and alarms shall be provided to connect the
passenger to the police as quickly as possible.
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5.1. Strengths and Limitations
The research methods used in this study had specific strengths and limitations. This research made
use of multiple methods of data collection including literature review, existing safety audits, police records,
structured observations, photography, and mapping surrounding land uses, to address construct validity
through data triangulation, and to avoid bias.
Structured observations were made at different times of the day and in different seasons of the year to
test the variations in the results. However, the audits were limited to weekdays. Additional audits could have
been conducted during weekends when patterns of pedestrian and commercial activities may change.
The study could have further benefited from surveys which were not conducted due to time constraints.
Surveys from a sample of bus riders and people who avoid public transit could further address the issue of
bias. Samples could also include vulnerable groups of population such as children, women, and people with
disabilities.
Research methods used in this study were adapted from 2 different precedents; a previous Masters
report from the School of Urban and Regional Planning at Queen’s University entitled Getting Safety on Track
by Radhika Brown (2013), as well as Hot Spots of Bus Stop Crime by Anastasia Loukaitou-Sideris (1999).
However, for additional external validity, key informant interviews could also be conducted.
Case study bus stops were selected from one of the most crime ridden areas of the city which was limited
to downtown due to time constraints. However, different case studies from different areas of the city could
offer more accurate results.

5.2. Areas of Further Research
Further research in this area could benefit from safety audits being conducted at bus stops in different
neighbourhoods of Kingston that have different environmental characteristics. That could then be generalized
to metropolitan areas that are similar in size and population.
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perception of safety at bus stops. Conducting similar research in larger cities in which bus stop-specific crime
records are available can identify environmental elements that increase chances of actual crime.

5.3. Conclusion

5

This research intended to identify environmental elements that affect the perception of safety
at the bus stops in Kingston and to provide environmental design recommendations that create
feelings of safety at these bus stops. In order to do so, a safety audit checklist was prepared based
on existing literature and available documents. Safety audits were then conducted at three bus stops
in downtown Kingston and environmental elements that affect perception of safety at these bus
stops were examined. Four main evaluation criteria included natural surveillance, compatible shelter
placement, crowding, and welcoming factors.
Findings from the audits showed that each of the bus stops had specific strengths and weaknesses
in terms of providing feelings of safety. For example, bus stop #3 that was surrounded by businesses,
benefited from multiple sources of lighting and great amount of pedestrian activities. As a contrast,
bus stop #1 and #2 that were located slightly farther from the commercial section of the downtown,
had limited pedestrian activities, insufficient sources of lighting, and inadequate natural surveillance.
However, despite benefits of the positive business activities, presence of negative businesses
around bus stop #3 attracted negative activities such as loitering and drinking in public. Physical
barriers to clear sightlines such as bushes, blind corners, and piles of snow were also identified as
other barriers to natural surveillance at all three bus stops.
Mapping surroundings of the bus stops showed that the arterial and local roads offered primary
escape routes to a potential offender to disappear after their crime. In addition, parking lots and
walkways offered secondary escape routes.
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Conclusion

Further research can also include surveys from various population groups. This research focused on

Lack of regular maintenance of the bus stops and their vicinity as well as absence of shelters,
amenities and clear signage were identified as other environmental elements that reduce perceived
level of safety at all three bus stops.
Findings from the audits were further used to make recommendations to improve these environmental
elements at the bus stops. A key conclusion of this research was that safety audits should be conducted at
all bus stops in Kingston and other cities to address issues of perception of safety and ultimately encourage
people to choose public transit as the preferred form of transportation.
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A Checklist of Safety Audit

for Perception of Crime at Bus Stops

Bus Stop Location -------------Date -------------Day -------------Time -------------General Impression
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Lighting
1) What is your impression of the lighting?
□ Very poor
□ Poor
□ Satisfactory
□ Good
□ Very Good
2) Is the Lighting Consistent throughout the site?
□ Yes
□ No
3) Are any lights out? If so, how many and in what proportion? --------------------□ Yes
□ No
4) Are you able to see and identify a face 25 Metres away?
□ Yes
□ No
5) Is the lighting obscured by trees or bushes?
□ Yes
□ No
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6) How well does the lighting illuminate pedestrian walkway and sidewalks?
□ Very poor
□ Poor
□ Satisfactory
□ Good
□ Very Good
7) What types if lighting are available?
□ Street Lamp
□ Sidewalk Lamp
□ Both
8) Is there an alternative well-lit route or path?
□ Yes
□ No
□ Do not know

Sightlines / Ear Distance
1) Can you clearly see what is up ahead?
□ Yes
□ No
2) If no, what are the reasons?
□ Blind corners
□ Non transparent shelter material
□ Shelter advertisements
□ Walls
□ Pillars
□ Parked vehicles
□ Snow
□ Bushes
□ Trees
3) Are there places someone could be hiding? If yes, where? --------------------□ Yes
□ No
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4) What would make it easier to see?
□ Transparent shelter material
□ Vehicles moved
□ Angled corners
□ Security mirrors
□ Trimmed bushes
□ Snow cleared
□ Other -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------5) How easy is it to predict people’s movements?
□ Very easy
□ Somewhat obvious
□ No way of knowing
6) Can you tell what is at the other end of the path, tunnel, or walk?
□ Yes
□ No
7) Does the area feel isolated
• In the morning:
□ Yes
□ No
• In the afternoon
□ Yes
□ No
• Late at night
□ Yes
□ No
8) Is the site visible by the surrounding establishments?
□ Yes
□ No
9) Is the area patrolled by the police?
□ Yes
□ No
□ Do not know
10) How far away is the nearest person to hear a call for help? ----------------------
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11) How many people are likely to be around?
• In the morning:
□ None
□ Few
□ Many
• In the afternoon
□ None
□ Few
□ Many
• Late at night
□ None
□ Few
□ Many

Nearby Land Uses
1) What is the surrounding land or nearby land used for?
□ Residential
□ Retail
□ Office
□ School
□ Liquor Store
□ Parking Lot
□ Vacant Lot / Building
□ Setting for Drinking
□ Cashing Establishment
□ Bars
□ Public Storage
□ Jewellery Store
□ Single-Room Hotels
2) Can you identify who owns or maintains nearby land?
□ Yes
□ No
3) What are your impressions of nearby land use?
□ Very poor
□ Poor
□ Satisfactory
□ Good
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Escape Routes
1) How difficult would it be for you to escape to safety if you had to?
□ Not difficult
□ Difficult
□ Quite difficult
2) How easy would it be for an offender to disappear?
□ Not easy
□ Easy
□ Very easy
3) Is there an alternative frequently travelled route or path available?
□ Yes
□ No
□ Do not know
4) Does the shelter have more than one entry/exit?
□ Yes
□ No

Activities
1) How much pedestrian activities are there around the bus stop?
□ None
□ Quiet
□ Moderate
□ Busy
2) Are you close to an arterial road?
□ Yes
□ No
3) What kinds of activities do you see around yourself?
□ Business activity
□ Loitering
□ Drinking
□ Drug violation
□ Panhandling
□ Urinating in public
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Maintenance
1) What are your impressions of maintenance?
□ Very poor
□ Poor
□ Satisfactory
□ Good
□ Very good
2) Does the place feel cared for?
□ Yes
□ No
3) Is there litter lying around?
□ Yes
□ No
4) Are there signs of vandalism?
□ Yes
□ No
5) Is there need for major repair?
□ Yes
□ No
6) Does the place feel abandoned?
□ Yes
□ No
7) Does the shelter smell bad?
□ Yes
□ No
8) Do you know to whom maintenance concerns should be reported?
□ Yes
□ No
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Overall Design
1) Describe your impression of the overall design?
□ Very poor
□ Poor
□ Satisfactory
□ Good
□ Very good
1) Would other materials, textures, or colours improve your sense of safety?
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------3) How do you evaluate vegetation or street landscaping?
□ Very poor
□ Poor
□ Satisfactory
□ Good
□ Very good
4) Is the entry of the shelter visible and well defined?
□ Yes
□ No
5) In your opinion, are there racist or sexist slogans/signs/images in the site?
□ Yes
□ No
6) Do you see any street art around? If yes, how does it make you feel? --------□ Yes
□ No
7) How wide is the sidewalk?
□ No sidewalk
□ Narrow
□ Appropriate
□ Wide
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8) What amenities are available at the bus stop?
□ Shelter
□ Bench
□ Garbage can

Signage
1) Describe your impression of the overall signage?
□ Very poor
□ Poor
□ Satisfactory
□ Good
□ Very good
2) Are there maps of the bus routes and clear directional signage?
□ Yes
□ No
3) Are there bus schedule and clear operating hours?
□ Yes
□ No
4) Is there a real-time bus tracker?
□ Yes
□ No
5) If you weren’t familiar with the area, how easy would it be to find your way around?
□ Easy
□ Difficult

Emergency Services
1) Is there emergency assistance or alarm if needed?
□ Yes
□ No
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2) Is there a monitor or surveillance system?
□ Yes
□ No
□ Do not know
3) Can you see a telephone nearby?
□ Yes
□ No
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